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At the non-epiphany of the local librarians; and their assault on humanity: by their wrong-ful belief in 

this generation’s majority devoid of intellect children; and in a building of my original trust fund: without 

my consent; these so called “librarians” failing all qualifications of fire safety: every or near every door-

way is blocked but surely their incompetent parents believe that especially their child is above 

economics, and Jesus! In some places of freedom: 

… 

Will they stay open and funded? Updates on referrals: The word on the street and actual 

accompanying street, actual authorities for at least several to many years is that the cited: Y has panel 
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storage lockers for at least but not just the homeless or temporarily homeless [like shifting around used 

to be college students]; that are not that expensive; i.e. somebody else could easily sponsor you that 

cost; But being there today to question them, the worker had no idea that this were the case; though I 

saw such lockers as I walked in; but only a few: like a sampling, and before cited: Planned Parenthood: 

once told me that they can’t deny anyone at least basic treatment; but my cough as[h] been out of 

control; I think it’s the ongoing symptom of pancreatic mass; that hurts like a mother f* causing me 

death-like pain: at least half-the day since I’ve been homeless on the street; they said that if I had 

insurance that I would have to pay, or else they couldn’t see me; I of course earn no cash; and the few 

bucks I have on me that people sponsored me, wouldn’t be enough; since I shared the amount with the 

staff. Next the cited: VTA driver; tried to tell me that the bus stop is wherever is[h] mind picks like he’s 

the leader of the cited: C.I.A.  and then tried to convince me along with some of these local “librarians” 

that he and they and their chosen patrons are. I told him that is[i\t] illegal; the bus stop was clearly 

marked with the next announced arrival/departure times even clearly marked and so digitally; and that 

getting on the bus at another stop; could put me at risk for all time-y of violent crimes perpetrated upon 

me; he spent the next hour staring at me in the mirror as if I were his closest sexual lover; and then put 

on the bus; as if it were pre-announced; I suppose he could have gotten on the phone [I didn’t stare at 

him back; seriously, he’s just not that important; significant in violent crime; but significance doesn’t 

always correlate to importance and that should be obvious on observation]the cited: facebook of Al-

Qaeda from a place called Turkestan on the covers of  books on non-holy terrorism up-to 11 years ago. 

This was all in the location of the Alameda in I believe in Santa Clara; and of course I saw more 

incompetent San Jose Police Officers drive-by; as if I were breaking the law; in sense of impersonation; 

I’m not sure if they even know i.e. law is.  

… 

Without an actualized functioning fire depart-ment and police dept. they would be-headed for their 

sovereign incompetence and forcing themselves into property action that at this point no dime could 

earn them to; but instead here in the free United States: the fake cops that I never consented to hire 

and the same for these librarians; spend crime-fighting and facting finds ticketing actual homeless 

people while they themselves use illicit drugs and while in somebody’s uniform.  

… {uniforms in entropy, too; well on accident person somebody[ies] has worked in this direction; and 

that’s generated an uniform that’s police like in the world or something metaphysical like that ; but of 

course it doesn’t have to only be in accident-s}{Your grandma found the uniform with his name on it; 

and he’s like wait I’m not even a … and she’s walking around with it, saying that she’s going to penalize 

whoever she feels like she wants to penalize} 

… 

  Likely they are the gene-donors to such frivolous children. No need for prayer: this is real world heresy: 

How will it be punished.   

  In perhaps more significant brief art notes: the man behind me at the store was a huge perv. And as he 

interrupted my joke to myself his gay lover posing as a woman stuck his buttochs into my anchovies. I 
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wish this were fiction. Do you think I should still eat the anchovies.  I suppose he felt that being a woman 

entitled him to this perverted food-related behavior upon an innocent bystander.  

  I came across this art book that I could hardly carry to find a seat in this boring child philanthropy may-

hem. When I was a child I was beaten with irons at near cult meetings so the my child kidnapper [and 

there were more] could she believe support especially future children with her beauty. I grew up and 

went to Cal-Berkeley; averaging a near straight A’s in my college major: and after I saved several jobs at 

no lives at one of my lowly paid non-profit job[s] now averaging more than Straight A-s at my 

supplementary graduate school: the local heroin addict fake cop threatened to arrest me if I either 

didn’t give her the credit for doing my old job [which one, uh?] ; and-or  turn over my original trust fund 

and growing? to her and in schizophrenia’s task force: them. I grew up poor, how?  

   And having no 

Access to my trust fund: [E,ye] fled to the shelter system where I wasn’t allowed to stay for too long 

because they believed my work was too prestigious or just didn’t like me; leaving my neighborhood 

where I paid rent making up with a new unborn credit record to create safety from the many death-like 

threats I was now [after a certain point and years of living in that neighborhood, safely] receiving and 

where I was now being stalked from the outside; my brother’s death recent combat death 

[Uh aside: criminological research: combat deaths aren’t normal deaths; they-the people are classified 

dead as if not actually dead, uh, uh, uh, I think, uh] 

and the escalation of his ongoing identity theft.  

   Our child kidnappers couldn’t understand that just because some of my past paid work also fell in life 

and death; that we weren’t both non-civilians; hoping to win his DOJ clearances upon each escalated 

impersonation they court-martial ordered me after having me hostage in one-room mostly for nearly 

two years: painting to me be some drug-using nut job of the illicit drug variety; and not even the 

recovering version of addict! Essentially criminological identifying some of their crimes publicly, vividly, 

and within the legal system. But I won’t explain that more; I have to keep up my new tainted? by them 

image.  

  They also hired hitmen to kill m. e I’ve never used illicit drugs, and all of this is stated under oath.  

  The art significance; as I eat popcorn and this mutilating version of children gawk at me and jeer at me 

on my property-ownership; but where is the original title? or the non-falsified title?; here without my 

consent. The librarians keep patrolling me as if they are leaders of the free world; and I’m sure they are 

sure that their children will achieve more than I uh I guess I have; because believe it or not: I am their 

main focus; even with uh enlightened people around; uh; they, the only problem of course in 

achievement is time: I’ve already achieved all of this, … uh what?  


